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C-BUS

FREEZE
5 WAYS TO DIG WINTER IN COWTOWN (FOR 5 BUCKS OR LESS!)

1.

Go to Los Gauchos — but not on taco night
First, the obvious: Los Gauchos makes a mean
taco al pastor. This little taco — made with
succulent slow-roasted pork and a flick of pineapple — got big press a few years ago when it

landed on the Food Channel as one of the top tacos in the country.
And you can get it for half off on Monday nights at both Los Gauchos
locations.
So why skip taco night this winter? Because Wednesday is $2 gringas
night, and we think it’s way better.
Gringas feature the same pork as their more famous cousins, but

ONLINE ARTICLE

they’re bigger. You get way more meat. And, best of all, if you go on

© ST. CROY MEDIA

but, hey…at least you’ve got a table to yourself.)

(EXCERPT)

PRICE: $4 for two gringas

Wednesdays you skip the taco night crowd. (You’re still stuck inside,

WINTER BENEFIT: You’re warm from the salsa…not from being wedged
in a taco line.
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2.

Catch a free day at the Columbus
Museum of Art

It’s also completely overrun on beautiful weekend days.
But you’re in luck, because it’s winter, and it’s snowy, and it’s

Sundays are free days at the Columbus

freaking cold, and no one wants to go to Highbanks in such

Museum of Art. And even if you don’t

dreadful circumstances.

aspire to be Michelangelo yourself, viewing the pieces in the museum is a worthy way to spend a winter

Except you. Because on a day when the snow is falling, being

afternoon. CMA boasts a fine collection, including works by such

completely alone in the woods of Highbanks is an experience

greats as Mary Cassatt, Paul Cezanne, Pablo Picasso, and Agnes

not to be missed. Trust us.

Martin, and hosts traveling exhibitions on a regular basis.
PRICE: Free!
If you’re not convinced by any of the official reasons, consider

WINTER BENEFIT: An actual experience of actual winter. Bundle

this: there’s something genuinely calming about a walk in a

up, Buttercup.

museum in winter. Don’t ask us why. It’s a universal fact.
So go! Get your exercise. Reflect. Enjoy the winter quiet. (Just
don’t irritate the docents.)
PRICE: $5 for parking

5.

WINTER BENEFIT: Something to look at that isn’t the television.

3.

Go to Super Tuesday at the Gateway
Sure, the Gateway Film Center plays your
normal Hollywood crackerjacks. And, yes,
from the outside it looks like a normal
theater. But it’s also the kind of quirky

place that hosts a twelve showing marathon of Groundhog Day,
and plays 2001: A Space Odyssey in 30 mm film, and screens
documentaries that no one has heard of except your neighbor
with a handlebar mustache.
In other words, it’s great.
So go see an odd movie, dammit. Tickets are five bucks all day
on Tuesdays and include free popcorn and, we presume, an
unlimited pass to the drinking fountain.
PRICE: $5 tickets on Tuesday

Read an old, old book at the library
They’ve prettied up the Columbus
Metropolitan Library headquarters, and,
boy, is it shiny.

It’s also a pretty good escape in the wintertime. Thanks to the
attached garage, parking is super cheap and a breeze. And,
unless you take a wrong turn of epic proportions, you will
encounter absolutely no freezing, wintry substances on your
walk into the library.
Once inside, the big reading room feels airy and vast, with room
to stretch and breathe — it’s a great antidote to winter claustrophobia. Of course, you don’t actually have to read there. Take any
quiet project, a puzzle, or a computer with headphones. Electric
outlets are plentiful. Plus, there’s an attached coffee shop and a
hall that rotates art exhibitions.
Plus, it’s a place that’s not your house.
PRICE: A buck or two for parking
WINTER BENEFIT: Didn’t you always say you’d read War and
Peace someday?

WINTER BENEFIT: You’re watching a movie and you’re not freezing to death. What more do you want?

4.

Take a snowy walk at Highbanks
In our humble opinion, Highbanks is the
shining jewel among Columbus Metro

(How are you surviving winter in Columbus? Hit us up on Twitter
and let us know with the hashtag #cbuswinter. We’ll pick someone
random to win two passes to the Gateway Film Center!)

Parks. It’s full of ravines, and winding
paths, and hills just steep enough that
pretending you’re in optimal physical shape might be a little
more trouble than usual.
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WE INTERRUPT THIS PORTFOLIOFOR

THE PERFECT SUNDAY SKIRT
(TO WEAR THIS TUESDAY)
Long ago and far away, your grandmother would have
kept this skirt in a box high on the shelf, safe and
sound. She would have waited for a special date, a boy
with a jaunty hat, a night that called for sequins and a
splash of fine perfume.
Your grandmother would have saved this skirt for
later. But you’re not.
You’re going to wear this skirt right now, because
you’re in love with life and that second mimosa isn’t
going to drink itself.
Rayon/chiffon with double stitched hem. Each sequin
hand sewn in the USA and 100% twirl-proof. Knock
yourself out.
$225
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SOME SHAMELESS MERCHANDISING

THE LEATHER JACKET
Look. There are leather jackets and there are leather
jackets.
This is definitely a leather jacket.
But we didn’t need to tell you that, did we? This
thing announces itself. Full-grain, hand-stitched Italian
leather. Brushed metal rivets. Edgy geometry, sleek
cuts, perfect silhouette.
It’s the kind of piece that will define you for a lifetime.
Don’t wear it if you don’t want to be seen.
$900
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RADIO SPOTS																
TO BE READ ALOUD
IN YOUR BEST CHARLTON HESTON VOICE

CLIENT: SERVICEMASTER
VOICE: MALE DEEP; QUIRKY DELIVERY
SPOT: EARTHQUAKE 1 (30 sec.)
“In approximately 15 minutes, an earthquake will
hit Lima, Ohio. The likes of which has never been
seen on this continent before.
It will be disastrous. It will be messy.
And it will be cleaned up by Servicemaster.
Yes, sir, as long as there’s a mess to clean up,
Servicemaster will be there in their big, yellow van.
They can handle disasters. They can handle vandalism.
They can handle fire. And they can handle coffee stains
on the carpet.
Because...let’s face it: the earthquake was a slight
exaggeration.
Servicemaster: quality is guaranteed. 419.339.0871.”

CLIENT: RUTH’S BRIDAL
VOICE: YOUNG TEENAGE GIRL
SPOT: ROB A BANK(30 sec.)
“So...I went shopping for a prom dress last week and
realized that to get anything good,
I’d have to rob a bank first.
Seriously, do you know how expensive prom dresses are?
And you only wear them once!
But then I thought...guys rent tuxes, why can’t I rent a dress?
So I went to Ruth’s Bridal and Costume Rental on North West
St. — it’s beside Casa Lu Al — and rented the best dress!
For only $75!
Ruth’s Bridal had all the latest fashions in every size
and my dress was brand new!
With all the money I saved I could even rent the tux
for my boyfriend. Or...not.”
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																 © CLEAR CHANNEL
CLIENT: PRESTIGE TAX
VOICE: MEASURED PACE
SPOT: NUMBER CRUNCHING (30 sec.)
“Face it. You hate paperwork. You hate doing payroll.
Number crunching gives you a headache.
So why not just turn that humongous stack
of papers over to Prestige Tax and Business Services?
Prestige is staffed by friendly, competent people...
...who just happen to love playing with calculators.
They can subtract the headache from your bookkeeping
and payroll. And add more time to your day
so that you can do...well...
Whatever it is YOU love to do.
Call Prestige today. 419.224.6996.”

CLIENT: SALTBOX HOME FURNITURE
VOICE: PEACEFUL, UNHURRIED (minimal production)
SPOT: SIMPLE (30 sec.)
“In the old days, simple was good. But the 21st century
is the age of shiny steel...fast cars...and noise.
Maybe it’s time to return to our roots.
At Saltbox Country Furniture in St. Henry, you can find
many simple, country-style items that can make
your home a haven from the outside world.
From primitive reproduction pieces and upholstered
furniture to home decorating items, Saltbox knows the
value of quality and simplicity.
Because simple was good in the old days...
...And now it’s even better.
Saltbox Home Furniture — on Main St. in St. Henry.”
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NEW YEAR
DETOX

(Online article, ©Foodwifery,
originally published as “7 Simple Ideas for a Nurturing New
Year’s Detox.” Republished by
permission.)

7 SIMPLE IDEAS FOR A NURTURING
START TO YOUR YEAR

W

We’ll cut to the chase: there are plenty of detox

peaceful, and free up mental space to focus on other things.

plans out there. “Lose weight fast. Cut two inches

Research into human psychology is showing that too much

in two weeks. Make 2015 your skinniest year yet.”

choice can actually make us miserable. So we suspect that there
is a better than average chance that you will find the simplicity

That’s not our style. This isn’t THE ULTIMATE

freeing.

DETOX DIET. As you will see, it’s not even a diet. It’s really just
a collection of prac-

Think about it: you

tices that we’ve found

will always know what

remarkably effective

breakfast you are pre-

to clean out body,

paring. Your children

mind, and spirit after a

will always know, and

busy season.

— with the right kind
of discussion before-

A healthy body is a

hand — will enjoy the

nurtured body, and

certainty. Preparation

nurturing involves far

will become automat-

more than what you

ic, a breeze – no stress

put in your mouth.

involved. And you will
be absolutely certain

With that in mind,

that your family is

we’ve put together

nourished just when

this list of ideas for a

they need it most.

New Year’s Detox.
(A great breakfast for this plan is Basic Breakfast Porridge. Check
1. Choose one breakfast and eat it every morning.
Choose one nurturing breakfast dish and eat it every morning during your detox. Why? Because it is a deliberate practice
of simplicity which streamlines your life, keep your mornings
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out the recipe on our website!)

2. Eat a bone broth meal once a day.

During this season, , though, we challenge you to honor yourself
and your body by not giving it food when it’s not hungry.

There are many ways to eat it. Drink it straight. Make chicken
soup with whatever vegetables you have on end and a healthy

Which leads to a question: do you know your body’s signs of hun-

sprinkling of sea salt. Try our egg drop soup – and make it a buf-

ger? Can you differentiate between the physical signs of want and

fet for the family! Use it as the base for a simple, rich butternut

the mental triggers of sadness, lethargy, or — perhaps most the

squash soup.

most difficult of all — boredom?

Enjoy it. It is elegant in its simplicity.

If you can’t, this is a wonderful time of year to explore these
things.

3. Stop eating the “whites.”
6. Get outside, walk, and breathe.
White flour. White sugar. The calling cards of most December
parties. But these parties are over, so use this opportunity to get

Yes, the weather outside might be frightful. It is in our part of

your body and mind clean of them. Take a deep breath, and swear

the world.

them off. (Be forewarned that these substances are addictive, so
if you’ve been regularly eating them, you will likely experience

But our bodies need to move and they need fresh air. Even a ten

strong cravings when you cut them out of your diet.)

minute walk in the open air can do wonders for our body and
spirit.

But trust us: cold turkey is the best way. Unless you have the
willpower of a saint, it’s easier to stay away from the cookies

So, if you need to, bundle up. And resist the temptation to use

altogether than it is to eat one cookie and stop. Go through your

the time to listen to music or your favorite podcast. Instead, start

three days of cravings and get it over with! It’s worth it.

walking, breathe, and simply enjoy the feeling of movement.
Notice what’s going on around you. Think your own thoughts. If

During those initial moments when you feel like you’re going to

you pray, this is a good time to do it, but don’t force anything.

cave, stop. Close your eyes. Remind yourself what you’re doing and
why. Remind yourself that you really will be okay without that

You don’t have to walk at any certain pace. The focus here is not

piece of cake. We like to take that moment of want to remember

fitness: it is mental clarity and peace.

those in the world who are always hungry.
Repeat once a day. (Or once an hour if you need to!)
And if do you fall off the horse, smile, dust yourself off, and get
right back on.

7. Practice thankfulness.

4. Drink plenty of water.

Gratitude does wonders for the heart and the digestive system.

It’s so simple, but we all forget: our bodies are mostly water. We

A habit we find helpful: pick up a small, unassuming notebook.

need lots of it. And, during this detox, your body will welcome the

At the end of each day, jot down a few things you’re especially

chance to flush out any toxins that have accumulated.

thankful for. Don’t put pressure on yourself. Use as much or as
little detail as you’d like. Quote people you love. Sketch a picture.

Fill up your water bottle and keep it with you. Drink it all, then
refill it. Repeat. Add a squeeze of organic lemon for an extra

And then remember that the gifts you write down will not be

detoxifying boost.

around forever. The fact that they were given to you today is a
thing of beauty and to enjoy them – even revel in them – is no sin.

And hot water beverages count, too. A steamy cup of herbal tea is
wonderfully comforting during these frigid months. Make yourself

If you need to thank someone, do it. It’s good for you.

one and sit down by the window for ten minutes. Breathe.
We sincerely hope that this season will prove to be clarifying and
5. Eat only when you are hungry.

rejuvenating for you in both body and spirit. Enjoy this January
and all the delicious blessings it brings.

Simple but challenging.
Love,
These days, snacking is a pervasive cultural expectation. We’re

Laurie & Jamie

trained to eat whether our stomach tells us we need to or not.
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DARK
ROOM
(KEEP LIGHTS OFF)
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ALL PHOTOS BY NELLE SMITH
©2015, 2016
RIGHT SPREAD CONTAINS PHOTOS
FROM ELECTION 2016 PROJECT: “BOTH
SIDES OF A VERY THIN LINE,”
WHICH DOCUMENTED AMERICAN
VOTERS ON ELECTION DAY AND WAS
FEATURED ON ABC.
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SOMETIMES WORDS AND PICTURES AREN’T ENOUGH.

VISIT go.nellesmith.com/portfolio
TO WATCH THIS KID SMILE IN LIVING COLOR.
(AND TO SEE OTHER BRAND-BOOSTING VIDEOS)
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EMAIL SAMPLE
FORMAT: WEEKLY, CONVERSATIONAL EMAIL WRITTEN
IN CLIENT VOICE
Subj: The cure for snacking
The most exhausting sentence in the world might very well be, “I’m hungry!”
Especially when you’re hearing it for the 146th time that day. Ever been there? When your son or daughter or neighbor kid or spouse
has been hanging around the kitchen all day…just eating and snacking and eating some more?
We call this problem “the hungries,” and, boy, is it exhausting!
This is a problem you can solve, though. Jamie’s been solving it for years, and she’s just proved it yet AGAIN with…
Well, I’ll let you take a look. Go ahead and click on the video below!

Here’s the crux of the matter: the whole reason the snack food industry exists is that we’ve stopped eating real, satiating foods.
Do you think our great grandparents stopped every hour, quit work in the fields, and wandered indoors for a snack? Of course not!
They didn’t have the time.
More importantly, they didn’t need to snack. They’d eaten nourishing foods, real fats, and nutrient dense vegetables that could satiate
their bodies for hours and hours.
The point? Once you start regularly feeding your family satiating foods, you’ll be absolutely amazed at how quickly the “I’m hungries”
will disappear. Your kids can go back to playing and in place of “I’m hungry” will be…sweet, sweet silence. Won’t that be wonderful?
How have you seen “the hungries” in your house? Click over to our Facebook page and let us know!
Jamie and I love hearing your stories. We’re all in this together.
Love,
Laurie (for Jamie and Foodwifery)
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ABOUT NELLE
•

Writer, producer, strategist
(And a lot of other stuff)

•

Based in Columbus, OH 		
(Proud to be a Buckeye)

•

Gets stuff done

		

(Seriously)

SKILLS
•

Writing			
Online and print copy, blogger,
aspiring literary goddess

•

Video
From concept through final edit

•

Photography & Design
Click until it looks good

•

Story & Brand Strategy		
Are you communicating what you
think you’re communicating?

•

Sound Production			
Wrangles Monster cords,
Logic X, and podcasts

LOVES
•

Travel
Will take a plane to anywhere

•

Words 				
Owns extremely large thesaurus

•

Stories
Tell me yours?

•

Tacos
Is member of human race

CONTACT
•

EMAIL
nelle@nellesmith.com

•

PHONE
614.489.8595

•

WEB 		
go.nellesmith.com | nellesmith.com
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There’s leather, a smooth and
secretive musk. Pine. A midnight
rain on the window.
Then the slow burn of smoke and
sandalwood, the comfort of your
own fire, a stillness deeper than
thought.
And then there’s you.
Right where you want to be.

køs
MAKE YOUR O WN WORLD

